Applications

Controller with universal bus connections
It is difficult to find compact controllers for mobile, standalone operations, which
can be integrated in diverse communication channels. Help is at hand in the form
of a compact embedded PC for real-time Industrial Ethernet.

T

oday, modern controllers can connect entire manufacturing plants with one another and synchronize them. This
permits the integration of divergent communication protocols from individual production islands or plant components.
In smaller units, the range of available controllers becomes
drastically narrower. If old and new communication channels
converge, or if older plant components are integrated, the
choice decreases further. Similarly, it is difficult to find compact controllers for mobile, standalone operations, which
firstly grow with the product and, secondly, can be integrated
in diverse communication channels.
Users who manufacture smaller devices or production
units are confronted with the issue of the appropriate controller. It must be compact and yet upgradable to permit further developments. The next question is then: How will the
controller be programmed? While in medical engineering, for
instance, the application is often programmed in C for historical reasons, in other areas the use of soft PLC solutions
according to IEC 61131-3 is becoming more and more prevalent. However, both worlds require compact, cost-effective
solutions for a controller that can be integrated in a range
of existing networks. HMS Industrial Networks has taken on
this target group and has developed a solution for a compact
controller for real-time Ethernet and classical fieldbus systems with the Ixxat Econ 100.

Flexible handling

Figure 1: Ixxat Econ 100 – Flexible controller solution for a
variety of applications (Photo: HMS / © Alterfalter
Fotolia.com / © zlikovec Fotolia.com)
er is resupplied a few seconds later, operation is continued
seamlessly.
Apart from this “freeze and go” function, it is important
for the user to be able to communicate within different networks. Since the mobile device is deployed in facilities with
highly diverse infrastructures, integration in a range of communication networks is important. The third point was future
viability. Even if the device currently works with a gripper,
further variants with a bucket or fork are being planned. This
means that the additional sensors and drives required for
this purpose must be easy to connect. The compact data
center, with its numerous local I/Os and communication interfaces, also stands out here. Additionally, many existing
fieldbus systems can be integrated via the Econ 100 HMS
Anybus module interface.

Production or packaging with handling robots has become
indispensable. But a small handling device for flexible use
on-site has completely different requirements on the controller than large equipment. Of course, dimension and weight
do play a role, but what is more important is the computtions. If an electrical motor is running nearby, or the chargPutting on pressure
ing station for a forklift truck, this
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ditional controllers, this problem
safety labels is a further example.
is solved by a cost- and mainteIn a printer, the printing mechanance-intensive UPS, which adds
nism, the label stock, and the printweight and takes up space. Use
out take up the limited available
of the continuous operation-capaspace, which means there is litble Econ 100 provides a solution
tle room left for the controller. Furin this case. The integrated, nonthermore, any customer should be
volatile memory retains all relevant
able to connect and operate such
data on the gripper load, the posia printer in their communications
tion of the boom, and other sennetwork. Since the Econ 100 is
sor and motor-specific data in the
capable of combining all bus sysFigure 2: Interfaces and functional modules on
event of power failures. If the pow- the Ixxat Econ 100 (Photo: HMS)
tems via Anybus Compactcom, it is
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power is even sufficient for the highest print resolution at high
speed and is therefore comparably cost-efficient, since the
system can be adapted to meet requirements using expansion cards. Additionally, the manufacturer was able to connect
all previously available print modules still based on EIA-232
and EIA-485 directly to the serial ports available in the Econ
100. This makes it possible to use this controller in multi-generation systems, which combine serial communication with
fieldbus systems and real-time Ethernet.
Last but not least, the range of options offered by the
controller may also be of interest to OEMs. As a platform for
proprietary special formats, customer-specific requirements
for shape, color, connector enablement, software and hardware, and the required interfaces can be tailored to the requirements profile.
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Detailed technical specifications
As an ARM-based embedded PC platform for the top-hat rail,
the controller measures 72 mm x 154 mm x 105 mm. With
its Linux operating system, it offers multi-protocol support as
an embedded PC. In this way, customer-specific gateway and
controller solutions can be implemented for a variety of different fieldbus and Industrial Ethernet standards. A high-performance CPU, up to 256 MiB RAM, a fan-less design, and an increased temperature range of -40 °C to +70 °C make it flexible
for a variety of applications. Applications with critical voltage
supply in which the last operating state, including all process
variables, must be saved are covered by the NVRAM option.
The interfaces – two CAN, two Ethernet, and two USB
– come as standard and can be expanded by a variety of interfaces using an expansion board. Analog and digital I/Os,
serial interfaces, 512 KiB NVRAM, and a slot for the Compactcom modules are available. The Compactcom modules
cover common fieldbus and Industrial Ethernet protocols, and
can be integrated in the application software. On top of this,
the expansion card has 24 inputs and outputs, e.g. for directly
connecting sensors and actuators. The digital outputs, providing up to 2 A of output current and 12-bit resolution analog channels, permit a range of application-specific options
when selecting the components to be connected. Two additional EIA-232/-485 interfaces on the expansion card provide a link between real-time-capable Industrial Ethernet
and CAN-based networks or serial applications. In addition
to programming in C/C++, HMS offers a Soft-PLC programming environment consistent with IEC 61131-3 for programming and configuring control applications in conjunction with
a soft PLC manufacturer. The software package supports protocols including CANopen, Ethercat, Powerlink, Profinet and
Ethernet/IP.

In line with your application requirements MTS
Sensors delivers sensor solutions which fit
your needs in term of design and performance.
Temposonics® position sensors with CANinterface are the first choice in factory
automation, fluid power, plastic processing,
material handling and mobile hydraulics.
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